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The Big Smear

CAPE TOWN

THE BANNING OF PETER HJUL has led to a witch-hunt for Liberals.
It 'was a chain reaction rather than a carefully planned hunt.

The ban made Sir de Villiers Graaff challenge Vorster to prove
Hjul's "communism" in court. Vorster showed how much importance he attached to the leader of the opposition; after a few
verbal exchanges he ignored the challenge. But Die Burger and
other Nationalists seemed to think that it was worthwhile discrediting Graaff by showing what sort of people he was supporting.
It helped to build up anti-Liberal hysteria.
The Paarl Riot Commission of Inquiry's sessions in Umtata
then linked members of the Liberal Party with Poqo and the
Bashee Bridge atrocity. In Parliament Greyling took Matanzima's
assertions as proven. The arrest of four Liberals in Umtata further
gave the impression that the police had found a link with Bashee
Bridge: though they were later released without charges. The
atmosphere of that week reminded an observer of the South
African scene of "the feeling in America at the height of the reign
lof loo McCarthy." In the interim report of the Commission of
Inquiry, Commissioner Synman has again mentioned this nefarious
connection. But he has not released the evidence which enabled
him, he maintains, to link members of the non-racial Liberal Party
with Transkei terrorism.
At the time of the Hjul ban the Liberal Party seemed threatened
with a slow death while its effective members were banned as they
proved themselves dangerous; Vorster banned Vigne and Hjul
because their work was effectively disrupting Bantustan windowdressing. But in the McCarthyite atmosphere, ten days later, it
looked as though there might be a total ban, even though the
Party had not yet proved itself dangerous enough to warrant the
anti-government propaganda which would follow. This now looks
as though it was a false alarm.
It is gratifying to see the Liberal Party taken as seriously as
it has been in the last month. But it is no good for people of the
radical opposition to join the leader of the official opposition in
throwing up their hands and running to their text-books of political
philosophy to prove that Vorster does not know what a communist
is. Anybody who is effective in their opposition to Afrikaner
Nationalism and the white laager will be forced underground to
continue the struggle for a non-racial South Africa.
In such a situation it is going to be increasingly difficult to
advance non-racialism but it the only force which can temper
violence in the coming change.

The Freedom
of Namib
Aims for
South West Africans

MBURUMBA

KERINA

IN THE SEVENTEEN YEARS since the end of the Second
World War and the establishment of the United Nations
the v/arId has witnessed changes that \vere not even
imagined in 1945. The Cold War has been the most
prominent issue of that decade-and-a-half, but the
emergence of the formerly colonial masses into their
rightful place on the world stage is what will have the
most far-reaching consequences in world history for
decades to come.
Among the young nations of the world new African
states are struggling with crucial social, economic,
educational and political problems-most of them the
residue of colonialism. Despite the presence of myriad
internal problems African states realise that the African
liberatory movement must take priority if real African
independence is to be achieved. We shall see more and
more changes on the African continent as Africa
struggles to free itself completely from every last one
of the vestiges of European domination.
Many of the changes which have occurred have been
acconlplished under the aegis of the United Nations
and in most cases the United Nations has achieved its
purposes.· A significant case in which the 'United Nations
is about to achieve its objective is the perennial question
of South West Africa. South West Africa is the only
remaining International Territory, administered by the
South African Government, and not yet placed under
the United Nations with an internationally supervised
programme or target date for self-government and
independence.
The question of South W~st Africa is a lnajor
problem. Recent events in the United Nations have
established that fact beyond a doubt. At its seventeenth
session the General Assembly adopted resolution 1805
(XVII) by a vote of 98 to none, with 1 abstention
against South Africa. At the International Court of
Justice, the Court decided by 8 to 7 on the basis of the
litigations filed by Liberia and Ethiopia against the
South African Government that it had jurisdiction to
adjudicate upon the merits of case on South West
Africa. '-fhis preliminary judgement established the
M BUR U M B A K E R I N A,
graduate of Lincoln
College, Pennsylvania, left South West A frica in
1953, and is about to return, with his wife and
children. In his years in the United States he has
been a constant petitioner for the ending of South
Africa's mandate over South West Africa.
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basis of t.he victory of the peoples of South West Africa
against South Africa. Hence, it is now clear that this
problem has become of vital significance to all Africans
in Southern Africa.
The gulf between the privileged Europeans and the
oppressed African peoples widens and the many implications of this grow more serious by the hour. On the
other hand, it is quite obvious that the African people
will not reconcile themselves with their poverty and
oppression. And what is more, they are now determined
to end the injustice of South Africa in the country of
their birth. Many Europeans have failed to recognise
the clear facts of this reality and those who do have
been very ineffective politically. Means of communication and exchange of ideas between the groups are
systematically blocked. There is no' evidence of an
attitude of "give and take" on the part of the Europeans, and the African people are determined- to take
measures to change the situation. The st'atus quo cannot
be maintained, and this means that in the near future
we shall witness an inevitable political re-adjustment
to these facts in South West Africa.
The most practicable path towards a solution of this
problem has been in the direction of a compulsory
judgement of the International Court of Justice in
accordance with Article 7 of the Mandate Treaty for
South West Africa, assumed by the South African
Government on the 17 December 1920. It is against
the background of the preliminary judgement of the
International Court of Justice that we should attempt
to prognosticate the future of South West Africa vis-avis the weakened position of the South African Government. Article 7 of the Mandate reads thus:
HThe consent of the Council of the League of Nations is
required for any modification of the terms of the present
Mandate. The Mandatory agrees that, if any dispute whatever should arise between the Mandatory and another Member of the League of Nations relating to the interpretation
or the application of the provisions of the Mandate, such
dispute, if it cannot he settled by negotiations, shall be submitted to the Permanent Court of International Justice
provided for by Article 14 of the Covenant of the League
of Nations."

It must be clarified that with regard to the preliminary judgement on the jurisdiction of the Court over the
issue the Government of South Africa has suffered a
c!"ushing defeat. An analysis of the close margin now
being claimed by Mr. Eric Louw as a moral victory
shows that in effect only Britain and Australia voted on
the basis of the Mandate Treaty and that the others
voted on the basis of the Procedure. This means that on
the whole a close look at the whole vote would show
that only two judges voted against Liberia and Ethiopia
on the basis of the Mandate Treaty. Hence, the moral
victory being claimed by Mr. Louw is inconsequential.
as to what lies ahead for
South Africa not only at the United Nations where
Britain and the United States stand on the side of the
Afro-Asians~ but at the International Court of Justice.
The opinion of a prominent member of the Bench the
late Judge Sir Arnold McNair will throw light on this
issue. Referring to the Compulsory Jurisdiction under
article 7 of the Mandate for South West Africa, the
honourable judge had the following to say:
THE QUESTION NOW ARISES
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Although there is no longer any League of Nations to
supervise the exercise of the Mandate, it would be an error
to think that there is no con:rol over the Mandatory. Every
State \vhich \\'as a member of the League of Nations at the
time of its dissolution still has a legal interest in the proper
exercise of the Mandate. The Mandate provides two kinds
of machinery for its supervision-judicial. by means of .the
right of any member of the League of Nattons under Article
7 of the .Mandate to bring the Mandatory compulsorily
before the Permanent Court of Justice, and administrative
by means of annual reports and their examination by
the Permanent Mandate Commission of the League
of Nations.". . . .
"That the Mandate, which embodies international obligations belongs to the ca~egory of treaty .or convention; in t~e
judgement of th~ Perma~en! '~ourt In the. Mavrommatls
Palestine ConcessIons (J unsdlctton) case, Senes A, No. 2~
page 35, the Palestine Mandate was ref~rred to as an 'international agreement; and I (Judge McNaIr) have endeavoured
to show that -~he agreement between the Mandatory and
other tnembers of f1e Lp-,suc of Nations embodied in the
Mandate is still in force'."

It is significant to remelnber t~lat ~outh A~rica to~a'y
stands at the threshold of a serIous InternatIonal crISIS
and it is within her own wisdom for South Africa to
face the reality of history. What will happen now that
the International Court of Justice has control of the
whole matter. Here again the late Judge Sir Arnold
McNair has a very interesting comment to make:
"Moreover, the Statute of the International Court of
Justice empowers it to call from parties for ·any doc,~m~n:'
of 'any explanation' (Article 49) and to entrust any IndIVIdual, body, Bureau, commission or ,other orga~isati.on that
it may select, with the task of carryIng out an .InquIry ~Ar
ticle 50). Article 94 of the Charter of the United Nat~ons
empowers the Security Council to 'make ~ecommendat1ons
or decide upon measures to be taken to gIve effect to the.
judaement of the Court,' in the event of a party to a case
failing to carry out the Court's judgement."

Accordin o to Article 53 of the Statute of the Court,
if the Gove~nment of South Africa refuses or failed to
accept the judgement of the International Court of
Justice, on the ground that in her opinion the Mandate
has ceased to exist with the demise of the League of
r~ations or declines even to plead before the International Court of Justice, the Court can give an ex
parte judgement having sati~fied its~lf that first it had
jurisdiction in accC'rdance wIth Artlcle 36 and 37 and
that the claim is well founded in fact and in law. The

•
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United Nations Charter provides for the enforcement
of the judgement of the- Court in case of non-compliance by a Member Stat.e. Paragraph 2 of Article 94
authorises recourse to the Security Council by the
parties affected. Hence, we can now understand why
South Africa d~cided to participate in the second phase
of the proceedings now before the International Court
of Justice. Faced with this threat of such far-reaching
consequences the Government of South Africa may wish
to occupy South West Africa by military force should
the final judgement go against it~ but this will- only
mean the beginning of the end of South Africa.
On the other hand, it is worthwhile to recall that the
year 1963 will be a year of great decisions in South
West Africa. Over a period of many years many of our
people have cautioned the South West African Europeans not to rely on the temporary comfort and protection of the South African Government in our country,
that in the long run we shall reach a point of no return
and no compromise with anyone no matter how honest
his intentions may be. On the other hand, our people
have also made it very clear that we regard the presence
of the European community in our country as not constituting an insoluble problem. We are convinced that
Free Namib, will have neither privileged nor unprivileged citizens. The Namib Republic will make no
distinction due to race, tribe, -religion or sex among all
our people.
WE KNOW THAT THE freedom of Namib, like that of
other African countries is inevitable. Yesterday, Europeans persecuted and castigated us because we have
called upon the United Nations' presence in South West
Africa. Tomorrow~ they will call upon the United
Nations' presence with all their hearts, for it is the only
machinery capable to help us in our country to reconcile ourselves with one another, by freeing us from
racial hatred, fear~ insecurity and bigotry. It is up to
the South-West Europeans to heed the lonely voices
of Advocates Niehaus and Goldblatt.
The time has come for a serious reconsideration of
the past and for the reconstruction of a hopeful and
tranquil future in our country. There must be a start to
improve relations alDong our people irrespective of their
racial differences. Such a new era must be based on the
principle of cOlnplete mutual trust, equality and confidence. This will require mutual reliability on the part
of all concerned-a confidence which must transcend
the narrow barriers of racism and bigotry.
I believe that as we engage in the struggle of national
unification of all our people for the realisation of our
collective objective, and as we struggle to break away
from the colonial rule of South Africa and its past, its
psychological and political injustice, South West African militant nationalism faces crucial challenges. These
are inherent in the problenls of creating such trus~, confidence and mutual respect as will give birth to a
genuine collective national leadership and productive
political co-operation among the people of our country.
where apartheid has shattered the normal development
of nationhood.

THE CHALLENGE NOW BEFORE us is to free our country
from South r\frican colonialism and to build an inde-
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pendent democratic Namib State with fundamental constitutional guarantees for all so that all citizens of our
country may participate in the total life of the nation.
The restoration of our sovereignty and national
independence must be achieved 4t unity, peace and
tranquillity. The African political power must be reflected through a super non-tribal democratic party.
This emphasis of freedom and independence in unity,
peace and tranquillity, is neither a chivalrous choice nor

one determined by narro\v tribal or racial considerations. It is a choice determined by the reality of our
situation.
The time has come for us to face the future in unity
and with a common purpose. South Africa is on the
way out and we must replace her colonial administration with a national independent government of our
choice worthy of the pride of all South West
Africans.

Their Jacaranda
Festival

branch, and in a day or two half the Jacaranda population lay blooming in the square, the streets and posh
arcades of Pretoria . . . vou never know how well
Pretoria is planned until .you avail yourself of the
pleasure of passing through its arcades. Yes, an African
rough palm planted a twig, a seed in a bed of carefully
selected soil, watered every day, pruned and nurse~
with care, and as a result these big trees are part of
Pretoria's life. The excited mob buy the trees and will
profit by their pleasure. The monies go to the planta·
tion companies, owners and perpetuators of the cheap
Black labour.

eARL MAFOKO
Jacaranda celebration might as well have
been on a Monday in far-away Waterkloof and
Wonderboom. You were just not impressed by the
excitement of the crowds in Pretorius Street as you
prepared to go home. For it was twelve o'clock, knockoff time in your office on a Saturday.
Outside was the rain and the festive noise at J acaranda celebration. There was life in Pretoria on that
rainy November day. You stood looking from a
window, for you could not defy the rain. You stood
looking, and before your eyes were Whites of all
descriptions in their happy moods, they being the
nlerry-makers on such an occasion.
It is said that the idea of the Jacaranda festival was
prompted by a desire to add more life and drama to
the streets of this city, said to be dull. Thus with the
end of every year, which bears the promise of a happy
year ahead for them, the Whites, and Whites only, are
seen celebrating, as if they were Pretoria, and the
masses of Africans in the locations mere incidental
appendages of Pretoria.
Probably other Africans stood looking from other
corn.ers and windows, enforced spectators like you. That
is the part they play in Pretoria, this and the monotonous life in distant locations. That is how they. share
in the wealth and luxuries afforded by South Africa's
mines. The mines they dig.
Along streets and arcades greens of pot trees added
more life to the occasion with their natural tints. Sets
of tables and chairs, fully dressed, lay alongside pavements and around small vendors' tents. Hanging in the
air were variously shaded globes of light, and in the
day their pride was to appear like neat decorations.
Yet who played a greater part in arranging these·
scenes? Who made possible the leisure· and life that
goes with trees, the comfort of neat surroundings?
An African iron muscle wielded an axe, lifted a
FOR YOU THE

e

drizzling earlier in the morning,
and by the time you had to go home it was quite a
pour. There was hardly an umbrella or overcoat for
you to use. The bus and taxi ranks were far out of
town, and you could not defy the rain. Thus you were
forced to forgo the pleasure of beginning a cool weekend with friends at home·. You might as well resolve
yourself to the enforced looking and listening.
With every second the crowds swelled; with every
second the joy mounted. Every second saw here or
there one eating, the other drinkin.g and the next singing or sharing a jest. And you imagined it would be
nlore glalnorous at the city square where skaters and
acrobats performed to cheering crowds. Photographers
were taking pictures of old women in large early Cape
dresses and hats, of jesters in funny garments and
l11asks, and youths just eager to pose.
And as the fiesta mounted with the crowds and
drinks all were just inclined to sing. The music was
varied. From a sombre hymn a cool love song, an old
battered anthem such as "To the Promised Land", it
soared to the heights of modern jazz. To all this they
danced and jived accordingly.
THE RAIN HAD STARTED

was a group of young women
\vho sang mostly the jazz varieties. Distinct to you

lDISTINCT IN THE SINGING

among the tunes they sang \vas one of Miriam Makeba,

GERHARD COHN
Photographer
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"The Lion Creeps Tonight", which with their thin
voices they could not render to satisfy your ear as does
the Makeba woman. An. old song sung in the early days
by Xhosa men, it has been revitalised by Makeba. Her
command of voice and adeptness at cadences has made
it a catch song. It is remembered even at Whites-Only
celebrations.
That was the idea that struck you as you listened to
the young \vomen pulling at the song. At least there
was an African woman eager and desirous to catch up
with ·her. But then it struck you as possible that those
\vomen, born and brought up in South Africa as' they
were, would not know they were singing an African
creation,' and v/ould never pay open homage to Makeba's achievements. Such are conditions here, where
truths are hidden from the knowledge of youth.
from this musing to the realisation
of your weariness. It was unhealthy to have such
weighty thoughts hounding a man. Yet you could not
but remain there looking and listening, while many
thoughts rushed to your head. Such as what a friend
of yours once remarked of the accompaniment to
Makeba'8 voice in the song: that the drum variations
in the instrunlents were introduced by the Belafonte
group in recognition of the need to Africanise the
atmosphere. This remark had invoked many comments
from others in the party then, and one had pointed out
how the originators of drum music, regarded as. savage
and immoral in their prolific song and dance, foiled in
their compositions by missionary influences, have no
claim to the high standards reached in "tamboer"
music. True sources as in many other arts, have not
been acknowledged.
The Whites look today at Jacaranda celebration a
refined and clean nation, for, unlike the Blacks, they
have been aided and genuinely encouraged out of the
savagery of a few centuries ago. They celebrate and
care little for tomorrow, nor fo'r the dresses that cr~ase
and wear; and far less for the Black man. who is near
starving, who envies them and is therefore a menace.
Short sighted!
AT THIS YOU AWOKE

I

gathered more strength in the meantime;
it was pouring fast and hard, enough to water down
their rank enjoyment. One whisked off a friend, a
granny or a daughter. A child was raised to the bosom;
a hat flew in the air as an umbrella was thrust to the
head. And the photographers flashed their cameras left
and right, straining to capture the atmosphere of excitement mingled with a slight horror, in the' youngsters
laughing and screaming, and old ladies attempting a
feat of running. Gradually as it had gathe'red', the crowd
thinned down.
They had hurried to take shelter, leaving you with
the patter of the rain and a bleak Pretorius Street. And
you were left with a longing for home, and a desire to
console yourself with the usual momentous party at
home, full of conversation. The rain, certainly, would
belabour itself out.
The Jacaranda celebrations had come and vanished~
and you would care little if it ·were not for that Makeba
creation.
•
THE RAIN HAD
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Kenya's Lesson
in Land
An agricultural revolutIon
by experiment

FRAN CIS

WI'LSO'N

SINCE 1958, WHEN the land resettlement plan \yas ~rst
put into operation, farming in Kenya, has' bee~ 'rul1derr"
going such a rapid and radical transformation th'at:Q».e
can only describe the change as a .revolution~ In ap
'attempt to settle large numbers of landlesstA.fri~pS
on peasant farms the Government is buying up. 'big
'European' farms and dividing these up into...· ~ip.aJl
holdings on which to settle Africap. families ~~ peasant
farmers. Although the total resettlement envisaged .. by
the plan has not yet been co~ple~ed, enough ·b~s·, been
done for the observer to see what effect, on the. ,life .pf
Kenya, the plan is likely to have. Will this revolution
succeed either politically or ~conomically? If ..so, ~hat
can we in South Africa, who also have an acute .land
problem, learn from the experiments of Keriy!~; ~ -'
Land, in Kenya, lies at the, root 'of most of. ',her.. political.and economic problenls. .It was jealousy oyer, lCUld
that provided the main driving force of the .Mali ':~'au
revolt: it is anxiety over the .land that is. causing .ma~ny
white settlers to leave the country: and.it is' the agricultural land, rather than industry or mining, which ptovides the backbone of the Kenya economy. The major
exports, coffee, tea, pyrethrum and .meat, are .al1 agricul-;
tural products.
.
':,
Until .a.J~w years ago' mosf~Af.r~can farming was at
a purely ~'ubsistence level while it wa~ the ,·White far~e'rs
who."pro"d·uc~d the cash, export <;rops on'··~ . t4eir . . fiUr\Yj
large farms in the white highJands..,.One must .ac~now~·
ledge that it was very largely the enterprise, initiative
and skil~ of the settlers which developed;.,&p~ ~gr~9qlt~~~.
of Kenya to such an advanced stage. TIns IS not tne
place to consider whether the \vhite hig_hlanqs
'Nere stole'!l by the settlers, as the ':, blacks· clajJll,~ ·.or
whether they were undeveloped and unused, 'as the
\vhites assert. But it was clear that, politically, it was no
longer possible for a small group of white s,ettlers to
control the economic life of the country parti~ularly. as
it \vas so easy to. see their. wealth in· the foim of lafge
farms in comparison with the poverty of the blacks,
many of whom had no land at all.
The African people were no longer prepared t9
tolerate the reservation of vast areas of goo4~:fatirlipg
land for the exclusive use of white land owners:' arid
l: ...• . '

.

,.•
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W I L SON, a South African, did a
science degree at the University of': Ca:pe Towh
and the economics tripos at Can'lbridge. He;' has
recently made a six-)veek fOllr at East and Central
Africa.
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brlJught political pressure to bear on the Government
to alter forcibly the system. The settlers, on the other
hand, countered with the economic argument that they
\\'ere running the farms efficiently and productively and
that any attempt to break up the farms would result in
inefficiency, lower output, and greater unemployment.
The political pressure was insistent, however, and there
was no proof that the economic argument was valid,
so the Government adopted the land resettlement plan.
THE AIA1S OF THE PLAN were, briefly, to buy up many
of the large-scale commercial farms or plantations and
to divide them into small one-family peasant holdings.
Three types of holding are envisaged: first, the high
density 'small' holding which is of a size calculated to
yield the family an income of £25 to £40 a year after
it has paid off the loan charges for the year. Second is
the low density 'peasant' holding which should yield a
net income of £100 a year. Finally there are the 'yeoman~ holdings which are big enough to yield a net
annual income of £250, T'ne income figures are net of
subsistence produce and loan repayments. All the land
is to be free-hold and peasant.s have 30 years in which
to payoff, with interest, the loan with which they were
able to buy the land. During this 30 years, however,
they are subject to the government agricultural officer
who authorises what they may plant. Peasants are also
being granted I5-year development loans for building,
housing etc. and five-year loans to finance such things
as fencing. It is also hoped to introduce one-year loans
for fertiliser and other immediate crop requirements.
The money for the scheme is coming mainly from the
British Government, the Federal German Government,
The Commonwealth Development Corporation and the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Develop-

ment.
ALREADY, BY JULY 1962, a little over 2QO!'OOO acres of
land had been purchased for a total cost of £1,249,133
and by September 1963 it is hoped that altogether 1,800
yeomen, 6,000 peasants .and 12,000 small-holding
farmers will have been settled. Each major tribe in
Kenya in need of land has been allocated at least one
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low- and one high-density scheme. Most of this resettle·
ment land used to be large white farms which the Government has bought. No compulsion is put on a settler
to sell his farm even if it lies within a declared settlement area but most white farmers within such an area
are selling out, firstly because they fear that if they are
surrounded by African peasant fanners much of their
stock will be stolen and secondly because they are, on
their own admission, getting a very good price for their
land from the Government. Many are using this money
to buy farms elsewhere in Kenya, outside the declared
settlement areas.
Kenya is fortunate jn having such plants as coffee,
pyrethrum and tea as her major crops for these make
intensive farming possible. It is estimated that only 50
acres of coffee or of tea is sufficient to keep a European
family at its present high standard of living so that for
African families hoping for a net income of £40 a year
a plot of 7 acres, only part of which is planted with
coffee, would be sufficiently large. Given efficient fanning there is 110 reason why small-scale peasant farming
should not succeed with these crops: indeed peasant
coffee which is sold through the Coffee Board of Kenya
\vorking in conjunction with the Kenya Planter Cooperative Union is doing very well indeed.
Not all land is suitable for coffee or tea, however,
and it is on such land that the resettlement is likely to
run into trouble. One of the areas scheduled for peasant
farming which I saw when. I was in Kenya is on the
Kinangop above the rift valley in central Kenya. This
is wheat country and is at present made up of large
well-run farms. The largest farm in the area, admittedly
an exception, is 14,000 acres. Others are about 2,000
acres. All use a considerable amount of labour but are
also mechanised in that tractors and combine harvesters
are used. "How", asked the farmers in the area, "can
this land possibly be used for small-scale farming?
Nobody can make a living from 10 or even 20 acres of
wheat." It has been suggested that the land be used for
growing potatoes but if this happened the market would
be so flooded that potato prices would drop to a
negligible sunl. It is difficult to see how resettlement is
going to succeed in that particular part.
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GENERALLY SPEAKING, THOUGH, hopes for the plan are
high. If it largely succeeds it will contribute enorm.ously
to the political stability of the country by creatIng a
class of peasant farmers with a stake in the land and
a vested interest in law and order in place of the large
number of un- and under-employed people on the large;
farms and in the reserves. Moreover, one of the Government men responsible for putting the pla~ .into operation told me that it was his considered opInIon that far
from resulting in a decrease in outPl!t. the resettlement
would in fact increase the productIvIty of the land.
Income on the former European farms will inevitably
fall off for the first few years while the people get
settled but ultimately, the Government official felt, the
land will be much more intensively farmed than before.
It will be most exciting to see· if he is right or not.

WHAT THEN ARE the lessons of this experiment for South
Africa? First. there is the obvious, but often forgotten,
fact that it is possible for a Government to act .vigorously and effectively to bring about a mo~e eqUItable
distribution of land in an area where a partIcular group
has an economic stranglehold. The second lesson is
that the success of such action depends primarily upon
its having a sound economic fo~ndation. How.ever
politically desirable, resettlement wIll be ~ ~otal fadu~e
unless the peasants are able to make a hVIng on theIr
small-holdings. Such a living can only .be ma~e where
intensive cultivation of a cash crop IS poSSIble and
where well-run co-operatives exist to market the p~o
duce. In South Africa where real attempts are beIng
made in the reserves to develop peasant farming one
must ask whether such development is in fact possible
where no suitable cash crop has been found. Also those
who advocate a drastic re-allocation of the farm land
of the Republic must pause for a moment to consider
just how" far ]a~ge-sc':lle she~p- ~nd cattle-farms can ~e
split up. The IntensIve-cultIvatIon cash crops of thIs
country are fruit (including vines), sugar and fibres and~
although maize might be run on a small-scale co-operative basis, there is a limit to which the large farms of
the F'ree State, the Transvaal and the Northern and
Eastern Cape could be split up.

IN SHORT THE LAND resettlement plan of Kenya contains
a great deal from which we, in South Africa, can learn.
Resettlement can work and peasants are able to make
a go of growing and marketing a cash crop without
lowering of standards as the success of peasant coffee
shows. But there are dangers and pitfalls which must be
avoided: political enthusiasm must not ~ ~11owe~ to
outrun economic reality. However, where It IS pOSSIble
to have peasant farmers ins~ead of gre.at land owners
there is everything to be said for makmg the ~hange.
for not only does this bring ~bout greater equahty ~nd
more political stability but In a wor~d of fluctuatIng
commodity prices the peasant farmer IS far better able
to withstand a slump than is the great land owner who
may be forced to let his fann lie idle and his worke~s
fend for themselves. Kenya has begu~ a bol~ experIment to solve her land problem. Is It not tIme that
South Africa began to move in the same direction? •
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The Two
Moralities-Ill
In motive and direction the mental and physical
"treks" of our African and white forefathers were
opposites.

JORDAN

K.

NGUBANE

in the Cape at the·
turn of the nineteenth century. He was shocked by the
extent to which the settlers had drifted a'way from con·
temporary thought in Europe. He proposed reforms
designed to bring them into line with the West. They
would not have thenl. The mood they were in then
suggests that if he had stayed on and forced his reforms
on them, he might have succeeded in producing the
Great Trek sooner than the British did.
The repudiation of European humanism was too
,deeply entrenched in the lives of the settlers when ~.
British took over the Cape. The fact that the EnglISh
were culturally and economically superior or politically
more powerful merely accelerated movement in a process which was already driving the settlers toward
clearly recognisable goals. The process found final expression in the Great Trek.
Seen against this rather vast background, the Great
Trek was in part \vhat we would today call a "fr~edom
movement" pushing events toward a particular class or
racial goal. It certainly extended the area of effectiveness for a more advanced culture. At the same time the
ideals which inspired it and its motivating urges nar·
rowed its understanding of liberty. It wanted freedom
for the group, the race or the class and not for the
individual. In this respect it was nearer communism
than liberalism. The morality it accepted was based OD
survival and was therefore more materialistic than that
of the humanism it had repudiated. In important essen.
tials it was a repudiation of progressive humanity. It
was organised to maintain the supremacy of the Chosen
People; to uphold the tradition of absolutism and to
narrow down the area within which the individual could
make the best possible use of his life.
COMMISSIONER DE MIST SET FOOT

J0 R0 AN

K.

N G U BAN E,

jOltrnalisf',

jo,nler

editor of the llanga laseNatal and Indian Opinion.
vice-president of the Liberal Party of South Africa.
attended the All African Peoples' Congress al
Accra in 1958, and .vas chairlnan of the continua·
tion cOlrunittee of the African Leaders Conference
held at Orlando in 1961. This article ;s Part III of
a serially published monograph.
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together as neighbours. The result was later a way of
life which makes all talk of the African :having to ~eek
inspiration from the tribe sound like so much twaddle.
Contact between the Hottentot Africans and the
Whites had in tilne led to the expulsion of the former
froln their lands. The wars, disease and trade reduced
the numbers of their cattle. By the middle of the
eighteenth century ,they h~d been so iInpoverished. they
had', bee'n compelled': 'to 'enter White settlements t6 sell
the~I labour in'retqrn for cash wages.
The man who' left the tribe for the White ,area was
originally illiterate, a pagan, with little or no knowledge
of the White man's way of life or his thought habits. In
his-new, surroundings he-experienced a sense of freedom
he could never have known in the tribe. He could determine his personal destiny without its help. He ',learn~
new ways of living and thinking. He acquired new tastes
for food or clothing and new habits of hygiene. He
adopted a different outlook on life.
",WheIihe returned to the tribe, he found its narrow
disciplines a handica·p.' He had known wider vis~as of
life.' The tribal taboos stunted the growth of his 'personality. He wa'nted to be 'an individual, 'free to make
the best possible use of, his life, perhaps like the White
"
peOPle' for whom :he had worked.
,', The tribe,',lound' it :difficult to appreciate the changes
in 'hinl~ The White, nihri~ ,had been the enemy pushing the
Africans off theIr lands; The worker who returned to it
having adopted' the;~yvhite man's ways gradually beca~e
a' stranger among "bis people. The tribe sometimes dismight be a spy of the Whites. In any
trusted him.
case', there 'was'"ne> half-way h6us~ between the culture
of :the tribe" a'nd :'th'~t 'of the White man. One's loyalties
:on"'~his plane'" were fixed by race. There' was no real
roont {dr'the person who appreciated what was worthwhile in the cultures of both the' Blacks and the Whites.
Wherever the returned worker tried to do this he \vas
often made to understand' that' his ways were: not
approved. He was treated with suspicion. More often
tban not he was regarded as a' corrupting' influence.
bringing into the life of the community the ways of the
,
White' foreigners~
, In·: time he 'left the tribe~ He could not go to the
White community'and be integrated in its social life.
:The: ~'Whites feared that he might corrupt their 'culture,
dilute: their' blood and finally' destroy their race. He
the outskirts of White
settled' ~ cl'o,wn in shanty~owns,
settlclne<itts. Sometimes the "descendants of the freed
'Slave's' ,'-"artd ''of other subjects' and' communities joined
hinj. He':'~started the slow and painful pr~cess of adapt"ing~'~t-o the requirements' of' his new environmen~. In tim~
he ·dev-eloped 'a spqnta~~ous pattern of culture which
was unique in its blending of borrowing fro'm both the
tribe and the White side. It could not be otherwise. He
, From the' beginning the group consciousness of the
-Dutch-Huguenot settlers had refused to accept the Afrj ..
~an:,:"as a social eqll.al., It recognised him as a separate
perS?n who could not be assimilated. .It wanted him to
keep to his own people. He, for his part, realised that
for. good or for worse Fate had thrown Black and White
into' one mould.,-lf he clung to what was, narrowly his
o\vn~, he 'would, meet, ,the White man as an' equal only
on the battlefield. He felt the need for a pattemof adap-

He

o'n
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tation which would enable Black and White to live
coulclJl0t shed his past. To keep his job he had to learn
some'Qf the ways of the White man. The cultural mixture transformed him into a new type of African.
of the tribe he had started what
Gabriel Setiloane, the prominent Methodist Youth
leader in Natal, often calls the. African Great Trek. His
migration differed from that of the Dutch settlers in
one major respect; he had rebelled against his own
group, sought to assert his individuality and had turned
on his own people in order to be free to identify himself with progressive humanity. Race no longer had
significance as a political or economic factor.
The Whites did not have a high opinion of the product of the hybrid culture in the shantytowns. They
were often confused, frustrated and sometimes uninhibited or even dangerous mixtures of the worst ingredients from both sides of the cultural line. The Whites
called them die oorlalnse volk (the forsaken people).
The Nguni tribe africanised the adjective into amahulnusha.
The significant fact this throws into bolder outline is
that both the Whites-the .ancestors of the Afrikaners
-and the tribesmen regarded the inhabitants of the
shantytowns as distinct people who no long~r belonged
to the tribe. Both sides gave to them a contemptuous
label to mark them out as belonging to a world of their
own. When government spokesmen today say that the
detribalised African is a freak or a phenomenon of
recent origin or a minority, they' tread on ground they
are not familiar with. Their ancestors knew of the
detribalised African about two hundred years ago.
Economic factors had been the dominant influences
behind the first phase of the African Great Trek. As a
resul~' amahunzusha saw in materialistic fulfilment life's
highest purpose.
\VHEN HE MOVED OUT

THIS PATTERN OF ACCULTURATION followed somewhat
similar lines when the Whites met the Suto-nguni tribes.
The results were more or less the same. This continuity
in the African's experience of contact with the White
man established a link tying together the various African peoples over a period of over three hundred years.
The chain was never broken. The Whites played a
decisive role in preserving the continuity. The Pass
Laws were originally introduced to control Hottentot
movements. They are in force today against the Sutonguni.
A corresponding revolution had started in the rural
areas toward the middle of the eighteenth century when
White, missionaries began to preach among the Hottentot' Africans. The Christian teaching awakened the
tribesman to a revolutionary appreciation of his personality and his potentialities. God was the creator of
the,earth and everything in it. ,The individual had been
made in his image. The human body was his temple.
Life's 'highest purpose for the man or woman was to
strive to be perfect, like God; to develop their personal,ities to the best of their ability. If they did this they
would be saved and would live in eternal bliss in
heaven. If they followed Christ, the saviour, he would
guide them and intercede with God on their behalf.
If the convert could become a better man without the
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help of the tribe what need had he to continue to be
subject to its taboos? Or to accept the authority of
tempDral kings when Christ looked after him even after
death? Besides, if he crossed over to the side of God
his horizons might be widened in ways which would
eliminate the ruinous wars between Black and White
and bring about stability in an age remarkable for its
turbulence. The act of worshipping the same God promised to be a bond of unity which would, by transcend~
ing race, enable Black and White to live together as
neighbours. To uphold the common faith and its values
was to be the common purpose binding Black and
White together in the march to a better future.
Harassed by the White man, the tribe regarded the
converts as real or potential traitors. It called them
amakholwa (the believers) to single them out as no'
longer belonging to it. In some cases it murdered them.
In others it drove them into exile. That started the
second phase of the African Great Trek.
More often than not, the converts settled around the
homes of White nlissionaries, or in mission reserves
where they evolved a syncretic culture based, like that
of amahumllsha, on borrowings from both sides of the
colour line.
It differed from its predecessor in two major respects.
It was based on a clearly defined set of spiritual and
moral values. These had been taken from both sides
of the cultural line and carefully selected for purposes
of evolving a \vay of life which was fundamen~ally
Christian. It was not and could not be a Christian life
suited to European conditions. A Christian cOffilnunity
emerged in Africa which was determined to uphold its
faith and defend it against all attackers with a will and
courage not excelled in any other part of the world.
Secondly, the syncretic culture was essentially rural
and therefore more conservative than its urban counterpart. Where amahumusha pioneered the creation of a
townsman's culture, the converts followed the teachings
of the missionaries with the rugged sturdiness of the
peasant. As a result the cultural syneresis had a dynamism, a vigour and sense of purpose and direction
which were not paralleled in the urban pattern.
The thing to note about the second phase of the great
migration from the tribe is that it was inspired by the
desire on the part of the convert to identify himself
spiritually and socially with the like-minded regardless
.of race or colour or language. He did not have much
of an alternative. The tribe had murdered him or exiled
him. He had known ho\v brutal and malicious the blood
group could be. This knowledge was to combine with
the spiritual heritage he had brought from his native
culture to ensure that the motivating urges behind his
Trek remained the exact opposite of those which in..
spired the great migration of the White settlers from
1834 onwards.
A BRIEF EXA~lINATION OF part of the tribal heritage
might. set am.akholwa migrations in clearer perspective.
In the Suto-nguni (Bantu has objectionable political
associations) language vowels and consonants express
clearly defined sounds. The sounds in turn denote mental states, physical conditions, moods or meanings. The
Suto-nguni believe that a certain power attaches to each
sound. When a vowel or consonant is employed in this
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connection it sets certain power vibrations in DIotion.
Either is then regarded as a root or source of power.
Thus, the root-vowel "a" in Zulu signifies love, compassion, sympathy, contentment or gratification. The
root..consonant "t" expresses vitality. It combines with
a number of vo\vels and consonants to produce a chain
of significant concepts as the following show:
t = vitality (as in sneezing), health, power
-thi
say, express
into = the thing. fact, reality
untu == the physical centre of vitality, the inner lining of
the stomach
umuntu = :he personification of vitality, the human being
isintu == humanity. the human heritage, culture
u buntu == the state or art or practice of being hUlnan, virtue, human perfection, the procreative organs
(po!ite), the code of ethics based on regard for
the person.

=

One of the central teachings of the ubuntu code of
ethics is that the being of a person is sacred. Man has
a common origin, the same experience of life and
similar destiny. The individual is a temporary compound of living spirit, mind and flesh. The compound
dissolves at death. The body decays and becomes part
of the earth-substance. Mind and spirit remain united
and live on forever as the spirit-form or idloZi-the
ancestral spirit of the anthropologist. Every individual,
no matter how exalted or humble~ how good or bad
and regardless of race or sex is first a spirit-form, then
a personification of vitality and finally a spirit-form
again.
This gives him a permanent and immutable sacredness which makes him the unchanging equal of his
neighbour. This is the basis of ubuntu notions of
equality and tolerance. It was taught in one form or
the other in the initiation -schools. In the uto-Suto-nguni
kitchen children of the same age ate together, just as
adults belonging to the same interest-group did, to
inculcate in the minds of all the truth that no person
had any right to anything he would deny his neighbour..
AS IN EVERY FIELD OF human endeavour practice often
fell short of the ideaL Just. as Christianity threw up the
Inquisition, ubuntu produced the tribal tyrant and the
dictatorship of the group.
Christianity had appealed to the converts for a number of good reasons. It accepted immortality as a fact.
It promised the convert a fuller life. It enlarged his
personality. It was a liberating and protecting influence"
If he was discriminated against because he· dId not have
a White skin, Christ said race, colour, sex or status were
no qualifications for admission into" the heavenly kingdom. One had to have faith. This opened every door
to heaven. When the. convert found himself alone
against the tribe which wanted to murder him, he could
flee to the mission station where he would be sure to
be received as a welcome guest"
The humanism of the New Testament morality~ th~
ubuntll evaluation of the human personality and the
hostility of the tribe all combined to bias the syncretic
culture of amakholwa in favour of the individual. The
convert's trek can thus be said to have been a moveInent away from the group in the bid to enable the
individual to nlake better use of his life in accordance
with a clearly defined set of moral and spiritual
(To be continued)
•
values.
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WHEN I WAS ON the run from the law, I went to stay
by the coloured people in Fordsburg.
They were the only ones to whom I could turn. The
other people did not want anything to do with me, so
I had no alternative but do as I had done.
You see, there was this one woman who I knew
because a friend of mine, who was in jail at the time I
was there, told me about her. Well, I went to her house
and told her of my troubles. She was very kind and
told me that I could come and live with them if I
wanted to. I moved in as quickly as I could and nearly
became as one of them.
The first day that I spent with them they did every..
thing to please me. Now I must first tell you that some
of them are more considerate than some of the whites
whom I have known. Well, this particular woman,
whom I shall call Rannie, wasn't very well off and

nle about an heur and a half. Putting the goods .in the
ceiling, I first went and checked if th~ coast was clear.
Then I jolled down into the yard, and put the goods
down in a corner where no-one would see them it they
happened to look in there. I took a stroll around th~
block and then took the stuff over to Rannie's house.
When she saw what I had done, she was very scared
that the boere would find out that it was me who had
skuiled the joint out. I tuned her not to worry, only to
stoor the goods so that if the law raided the next day
they would not find any proof that it had been me.
She put all the goods away, and then I gave her £10.
She was so glad to have the money that she couldn't
thank me enough. I told her to cock it a D. She said
okay, but I must try to get some sleep. I went into the
room that I had taken over, and got into bed. In about
fifteen minutes' time, I was fast asleep.

That Time I Jolled In Fordsburg
couldn't give me as wonderful a time as I would get
at home, but she did everything she could for me. Right
from the beginning I knew that I would have a nice
time if the boere left me alone long enough. She took
me to all her relatives and told them that I was in
trouble with the law. They also told me that if I ever
needed help or if the boere got too warmgehol at
Rannie's place, I could come and cabin with them any
time I smaaked to. No matter if I came there three
bells in the gypsy's, they wouldn't turn me away.
Well, that night I kipped at Rannie's place and the
next morning when I woke up I made up my bed and
started sweeping out the cabin. Rannie got out of bed
and gave me a mad speech about that. She said I must
not graft at all but be on the look-out for the menere.
I done exactly as she told me and put the broom down.
Then I caught a lemon squash and went for a ball and
chalk round Fordsie to see if I couldn't find a start to
buy a graze for all of us at the cabin. Though she didn't
want to tune me about· it, I knew that Rannie was
battling to keep going. Anyway, while I was jaIling
around I checked ~o another little joint where they sold
groceries. Going in there with the excuse of buying a
box of matches I \veighed the joint up. When I went
home, I told Rannie about this joint. She tuned me to
be careful about what I do and say, 'cause there were
a lot of narks all around.
That night I sat in the kitchen till about 12.20 a.m.
Then I took a stroll to see if there were any boere
around. I never saw any, so I betrekked this pazzie
and got onto the roof. Then I ripped a few of the sinks
loose. They were very old so it wasn't very hard to get
them loose. After I had ripped so two sinks loose and
pushed them out of my way, I got into the ceiling.
There I sat a while and waited, to see if anybody had
heard me. When everything was all quiet~ I made a
hole in the ceiling through which I could climb into
the shop. After looking through this hole to check if
everything was okay, I jumped down into the joint.
Now here I first started looking if I could find any
start. Well, I found £18, which I put into my pocket.
Then I started packing some groceries in a few carrier
bags which I found beneath one counter. This all took
50
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When I woke up in the gypsy's, Rannie asked me to
go with her. I 'Nent with her, and after she had paid
the rent, which amounted to about £6/10/-, she asked
me if she could buy a dress for herself. I tun~d her that
I had given her the money, and that she could do with
it as she pleased. She picked a very cheap but good one,
and told me that she had picked the cheap one so that
she had some money left to help her sister with. It was
there that I saw how they helped each other. If the one
got something, he or she would always share it with
the other one. Well, we went to her sister's cabin and
gave her £3. I still had £8 on me, so I gave her another
£2. She was so grateful that she told me to come and
have supper with them that night.
I went over at about 6.30 p.m. and sat and spoke to
a friend of theirs until supper was ready. It was very
nice. I enjoyed it very much. I suppose you know that
Malays are very fond of curry. Well, if you want to
eat the real curry .graze, then you must jaIl to some of
them sometimes and catch a chow with them. I'm
tuning you, you come to me maybe some day and tune
me, "You said it, friend' and then you'll tell me h()iN
much you smaaked that chow that you got from them.
jaIling there long before I
met a few coloured outjies of about my own age.
There's another thing that I must tune you, a coloured
jonkie is very staunch. Once they made brigades of you,
you can maar know~ they'll never let you down.
Well, one of these jonkies I smaaked to joll with the
most, and his name was Austin. He was only seventeen
years old but he had guts. That's what I smaaked of
him. He never sugged to do anything you wanted to do.
This outjie was so staunch that he was willing to take
the rap for me when the boere lumbered me.
Rannie told me that she did not like calling us by
our real names 'cause the law would know if they
mentioned our names. So she tuned me that she'd call
me Pancho Villa and Austin she'd call Don Diego. So
then we got new names. We got one more outjie to joll
with us, and Rannie called him Pancho Fiero.
Anyway, we were three-out now, so we had so a little
gang of our own. We used to sit in the yard in the
WELL, ANY\VAY, I WASN'T
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uay-tinle anJ skyf ourselves to a standstill. At night
\ve'd go on our dulatings and skuil as 111uch as we could
to keep the cabin on the go. I mean, we used to mak~
enough start to live a lekker life. We used to go tekere
like mad. So every Friday nighl \/e'd have a liLtle party
for all our other brigades and th~ 111enSe's family.
Don Diego's toppie's l1alne was Bobbie. I called him
Boeta Boeps. He was a lekker toppie to talk to. He was
vf;ry clever, too. In the day-time we'd joll around in
his voorn and weigh the joints up, and at night we'd
betrek them. One night Paneho Fiero and me went on
a skuil alone. We jolled to a butcher shop and broke the
locks off the door \vith a jimmy which \ve had gotten
by Boeta Boeps. We couldn't find no start, so we took
three gallons of paint which they were using to paint
the butcher with. We also took two butcher's choppers
~nd a few knives. \Ve took them down to Rannie's
Since "'riting this story, v I r S WAN E P 0 E L has been sentenced 10 three month,,,
imprisonlnent and four lashes for housebreaking and theft.

IIII

place, and dug a hole in the yard and put the choppers
and the knives in the hole after we had wrapped them
in a piece of oilcloth. The paint vve took two gallons of
and put them off to a fence who'll buy anything from
us \vithout questions as to where we got it from. He
gave us £1/7/6 for the paint. The other gallon we used
on the front room and one bedroom. Then we lied low
for about two weeks, just skyfing and potting.
One Friday afternoon, we were sitting at Rannie's
cabin playing a bak and singing. We had been potting
and skyfing \veed the whole day. We were terribly
goofed up and I was just sitting there, scherrling if I
must be sick or what, when 1 heard Rannie shout, "0
God, Baas Vermeulen!" I jumped up to run, but it was
too late. Baas Verllleulen, or shall 1 rather say, Detective..Sergeant \l ermeulen, came in by the back door and
another law-bow who I don't kno\v was coming in by
the front door. l'1he only place left for me to go was the
window.
I made a jump for it, but the liquor had slowed down
my movements. The dick grabbed hold of me, and
pulled TIle down on to the deck. Then he tuned me:
"Goeie middag, Mor. Swanepoel." I kept myself stupid
and asked him if he was speaking to me. He said yes,
and that he had been hunting Ine for a long time. I told
him I was sorry to disappoint hjm, but I didn't know
anyone by the name of SwanepoeI. He then told me if
I~m not Swanepoel, then \vho am I?
Here Rannie calne to the rescue. She tuned him:
"Nee, Baas Vermeulen, die jonkie-kind se naam is
Louis Karelse." The ctick then asked me if that was
right, so I told him yes, it was. He \vas very disappointed, but he s~arched lTIy pockets. In my dickie's
pocket he found a skip. He then said: "Okay, dan
arresteer ek jeu vir dagga."
In my drunken state I had clean forgotten about the
boonl in my pocket. He put a pair of bangles on my
arms and marched me out to the VD am that they came
with. Rannie told him that she was going with, 'cause
she wanted to find out what the fine was for admission
of guilt of being in possession of dagga. He said okay
so she got in the back of the garrie with me.
The law-bow then asked me where I cabined so I
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tuned hinl. I knew nlY Tannic \\'i11 jaf him my name is
Louis Karelse if he asked her. But that just wasn't llly
lucky day. My eldest skin and blister was by my
Tannie's coeste and he asked her if my name was
Louis Karelse.
She~s so blind that she tunes hilll no, it isn't. He then
asked her what my nanle was so she tells him it's
Victor Swanepoel. Hell, I felt like getting out of that
voonl and smacking her right in the pan for being so
blind as to tune hilll my real name. He then turned to
nle and said: "0 so, Louis Karelse, alias Victor Swanepoel, ek dog jy ken nie jouself nie."
Here I had to laugh. The way he tuned it was too
funny. He told me I must laugh while 1 still can, 'cause
he was going to lnake sure I don't get off so easy on a
charge of H.B. & T. I told him I dIdn't know what he
was speaking about. He told me not to act so innocent,
that he knew I skuiled. a butcher-shop out.
I told him I did not skuil nothing from nobody. He
told me that the magistrate would decide that. When
we came to the cop-shop he asked me if I wanted to
make a statement, so I told him the magistrate would
decide that. So he caught a slug to me and told me to
shut up. Then he took my finger-prints. After that he
took me to Fordsburg Cells and had me locked up there
till the next lllorning so that I could go to court.
The next day at court the nlaggie remanded me for
two moon and told me that I'll be sent to the Fort for
that time. I ask~d him for bail and he refused, so I had
to go to the Fort. Over there 1 met a few of myoId
brigades, so I wasn't so bad off. They gave me some
snout and a few wagons. Then all I had to do was sit
and wait.
At last the time canle for me to appear in court. I
put on a bag and had my bonny-fair cut to a slight
trim. The court I had to go to was Regional M. The
P.P. was okay but the nlaggie wasn't so bright. The
P.P. questioned me and then he produced a chopper. I
recognised it as one we took from the butcher's. Anyway, \vhen he asked me if I could identify it, I tuned
him no, 1 couldn't. He then brought in a witness who
saw nle bring the chopper into Rannie's cabin. Imagine
\vhat a spook 1 caught to check Pancho Fiero
step into the witness box. I had never trusted him, but
I never expected him to be a nark. The bloody pimp,
how I hate his guts. But all the same, I caught him out
under cross-questioning. Then I asked the maggie how
he could take the witness's evidence seeing as it was
all mixed up.
Well, the maggie was very considerate. He gave me
the benefit of the doubt. I got off on that charge, but
fa:· the boom I caught £3 or 8 days' imprisonment.
I paid the fine and pulled out of that court with a
speed. I went straight to look for that pimp. My idea
\vas to kick his bloody head aff. But I scheme he pulled
out, 'cause I couldn't find him at Rannie's place or
anywhere else.
And the first I've heard of him since is what Rannie
told file the other day. She said he got gripped for
skuiling a jersey and that he was settled to twelve
moon imprisonment. So you see, that old saying of
"Every dog has his day," also comes true if you give
•
it time. You know what I mean?
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COMMENT
Bantu EducationA Personal View
IN THEORY IT IS possible to make out quite a good
case for Bantu Education, and the Government is, of
course, well aware of the fact. In a recent series of
advertisenlents, paid for by the Government, and run
in The Observer, the opportunity was taken to advertise the apparent benefits conferr~d by this system. It
is true that numerically the number of African children
who receive schooling has increased under Bantu Education. And anyone who looks through the official
syllabuses cannot fail to be impressed. Tuition is
provided in a wide range of subjects, and there is little
or no e·vidence of bias in the way that the syllabuses
are drawn up. (Of course, no History is taught.) But
these are facts, and it is chiefly on these that the,
Government propagandists must base their claims.
How does the theory compare with practice? Imagine
an African child in a rural community going to school
for the first time. This child must have reached the age
of seven; children under the age of seven are not
allowed to attend school. Why? There ~s a big differ-ence in being able to matriculate at 17 or 18, instead of
at 19 or 20. In the case of European children, it is
common practice to send them to school in the year in
which they turn five or six, and legally they must bo
at school when they turn seven.
Our African child~ aged seven, arrives at school to
enter Sub-Std. A. (Grade I). He finds himself in a
classroom containing an average of about 60 children
of various ages and sexes, comprising four different
classes, but under the control of a single teacher. Each
of these four classes has its own rigorous syllabus specifying a certain alTIOunt of time to be allotted to each
subject every day. Is it .humanly or conceivably possible for one man to teach four different syllabuses to
four different classes at the same time and in the same
room? Possible or not, it is a situation that occurs
frequently in country districts. In theory the difficulties
are smoothed out by making use of double sessions.
In practice these sessions overlap for the greater part
of the day. The subjects taught, even in a Lower Primary School, are numerous-reading and writing in
English, Afrikans and the 'mother tongue', Arithmetic" Environment Studies, Hygiene, Divinity, Singing,
Handwork, Gardening and Gymnastics. In point of fact
the 'mother tongue' often presents nearly as many difficulties as English or Afrikaans. Due to the breakdown
of tribal liie there is frequently no common 'mother
tongue' and the choice of this language is, therefore,
quite arbitrary.
In any case--imagine a child in the Sub-Standards
having to learn to read and write and speak three languages simultaneously! Add to this the fact that most
African children come from homes where there is no
environmental background of knowledge or learning,
i.e. books, pencils, crayons, pictures, etc., are all completely foreign elements, and their mastery and assimi-
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lation will require considerable effort. For the average
African child these three or four years at a Primary
School are all the education he will ever have. How
does this equip him for life in present-day South
Africa? In theory, quite well. In practice, hardly at all.
He has, it is true, learnt to read and write and add and
subtract; but his knowledge of these vital elements has
been fragmented into three languages. It has been
further fragmented because his class, at any time, on
any day, has been only one of three or four claiming
the attention of the teacher. What does this mean in
fact? It means that subjects are learnt by rote, parrotfashion, by dint of constant repetition. The teacher just
does not have the time to teach in a way that will
ensure that his pupils fully understand what they are
being taught. And learning by rote, without real understanding, is soon forgotten when the child leaves school
and returns to his rural and unlettered home. It is
probable that he will go out to work and that he will
have little or no chance to continue the practice of
those few years at school.
APART FROM THE OVERCROWDING of 1110St African
schools, and the acute shortage of teachers, the system
of financing is, in fact, most inadequate. The Government frowns upon the idea of school fees. In theory
again the principle is commendable, i.e. that no child
should be debarred from education through the inability of his parents to pay the fees. In fact this means
that it is virtually impossible to erect and maintain a
country school without hte active goodwill and financial
assistance of the fanner or landowner. And how often
does this condition obtain? In theory there are schemes
by which schools may obtain furniture, books, equipment, etc., from the central authority. In practice such
schemes simply do not work. They are generally dependent either upon a specified number of children
attending school (in which case books or equipment
are supplied for a fifth part of the total number), or
upon the school having a certain number of classes
(thus ruling out many Lower Primary Schools), or upon
goods being supplied on a Rand..for-Rand basis (thus
presupposing the existence of a substantial school fund).
The children are supposed to do gardening and handwork, and to play organised games; and instructions in
this connection appear in the syllabus. If they are not
complied with, the school receives an unfavourable
report when visited by an Inspector. But how is the
necessary eqUIpment to be obtained? The tools and
seeds for gardening, the equipment for games, not to
mention the bare nlinimum of books and classroom
furniture-thes~ all cost money. It must be repeated,
in theory all these items are forthcoming; in practice
the proper furnishing and functioning of the school
depends upon the assistance of the owner/manager; or
upon the enterprise and fund-raising abilities of the
parents-and this latter factor is, of course, negligible
in a country community of largely illiterate and ill-paid
adults. These parents are pathetically anxious for their
children to receive the education which they themselves,
in most cases, have not had. But they just do not have
the means, or the ability, or the necessary organisation
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to set up and operate any sort of effective fund-raising
system.
Permission having been obtained for the erection of
a school, the Government will subsidise a small proportion of the building costs, and will pay the teacher.
Should the community desire a second teacher, and be
pr~pared to pay that teacher from their own resources,
permission nlust first be obtained from the Government.
In the case of farm schools, children from farms other
than that on which the farm is situated must have the
permission of the owner/manager of the school to
attend, and the permission of their own employer;"-and
the permission of the Bantu Education Department.
Strict conditions of service are laid down for teachers,
and they may be summarily dismissed on innumerable
pretexts, including of course any sort of criticism of the
Government and its works. All teachers are required to
keep an intensive system of records and documents; the
work thus entailed being particularly heavy in the case
of one-teacher schools.
IT IS POSSIBLE THAT the position in the towns is
brighter. I write only of average country conditions as
observed and verified by myself. But I am inclined to
doubt whether any substantial number of African
schools, anywhere, has one teacher to each class. And
it must be borne in mind that whenever the Government refers to Bantu Education as applied in presentday South Africa, a very considerable proportion of the
total number of pupils are attending school under
conditions similar to those that I hav~ described here.
I repeat that, in theory, the Bantu Education system
is reasonable. But in practice one has· only to see, let
alone to deal \vith, a community of children whose
entire education will be received in the space of 4 years,
in one room, under one nlan or woman, teaching 4
classes simultaneously in three different languages and
several subjects, to realise that it is a pathetic travesty
of the theory. It must be remembered too, that a great
many African school-children are both under-fed and
inadequately clothed; and that these factors, often
found in combination, are further obstacles to the
acquisition of even such little learning as is prescribed
for them. It is against this background of practical fact
that the suppression of the mission and other private
schools can be seen for the wickedness that it was.
Education in these schools may not have been scientifically balanced, but ha\\-' balanced is Bantu Education?
Mission school education was generally given through
the medium of only one language-and largely because
?f this it ~as an education; conscientiously given and
In tune WIth nlodern standards. In most cases it was
education of a high standard. The point that is continually made by the Government is that ,nore Africans
·are now attendjng school than in the 'bad old days' of
the mission and other schools. But which is betterthat more children should be worse educated for a
shorter tinle, or that fewer children should be well
educated for a longer time? And is Bantu Education
better than mission education? Is it better than no
education at all? When one ha.s seen it in practice, and
at close quarters, one is inclined to wonder.
•
w. J. H. CULLINAN
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End Street
RHODA PRAGER
7.30 A.M., and the latecomers ar~ hurrying
into the factories which fill every building on either side
of the street. Black~ brown and white pushing, jostling
and shoving to clock in on time.
Machines begin to hum and belts to move. Lays
spread out on the cutting tables; electric cutters cheese
paring cloth.
"Heaven help you if you gain weight ... no seams
to be let out: heaven forbid if a dress should shrink
. . . today we can't guarantee materials." Cutters,
machinists, pressers, checkers, supervisors; wheels turning; fingers thinking; brains remembering. And machine
emergent dresses, skirts, coats, costumes, blouses . . .
on and on, machines spewing chunks of material; a
sleeve here . . . a skirt there . . . and a bodice rushing
to get itself attached; a collar hurrying to find its place.
Bundles of shapeless garments carried down to the foetid, steaming pressing rooms. The wet smell of damp
cloth on wool.
Eight o'clock and office staff importantly arrive. The
dust from yesterday's sweepings still rises; the throat
holding smell of stale ink. In the showrooms thousands
of empty garments hang emptily on their rails. Typists
commence theIr morning tattoo, calculating macnlnes
begin their clatter. The switchboard burps. A fiat, nasal
voice drops through factory floors, bounces into every
corner from basement to despatch; from lift to lavatory,
from office to office.
"Calling Mr. Liebling, calling Mr. Liebling, please
take a call." From somewhere in the building a receiver
is lifted, a voice coos, "You're through now ..." Yes,
even the boss has arrived. The day is on its way.
Through End Street, Market, President Streets; all those
other streets bound by the \veight of factories, warehouses and the rag trade.
~lr. Liebling replaces the receiver. Lights his first
cigar of the day. "Did anybody promise you a cigar in
Crakow?
" "Did anybody promise you a Cadillac
"Did anybody promise you customin Kowno?"
made clothes here, there and every\vhere?" "You've
done it yourself boy".
It wasn't like this in the old days. Shabby Siemert
Road and the house spilling over with cloth and the
smell of shoddies. The machine. God how he hated it.
Mirev to Minchah. Unremittent stitching and Momma
always watching.
hHurry, hurry. That order's got to go out. For today
I promised."
uYes Momnla. I know, but I said I'd go out with the
boys."
"With the boys he wants to go out ... on the streets
... with the schickses ... better you save the money
END STREET,

P RAG E R lives in Johannesburg
she does nlarket research.
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you haven't got. I'iTI cutting Levi's trousers tonight.
Tomorrow he~s got to have them."
"Mamma but last night you promised . . ."
"I promi~ed . . . but that was yesterday. Today's
another day."
And now? Buildings, machines, workers. Siemert Road
a grey dream. Nobody promised you anything. You did
it yourself . . .
9 o'clock and the travelling salesmen begin to queue.
Weighted by suitcases ... hugging their satchels. Textiles, buttons, belts and trimmings.
"It's no use, your price is dead out . . . as dead as
the market."
"Listen . . . I'll tell you what I'll do, I'll cable an
offer."
"\Ve've already had an offer of one seven and a
half."
"O.K. \\-'hat's good enough for them is good enough
for us" ... (l'he boss'll never do it ... already he's
grumbling about cable expenses)
Swatch cards' spill over tables and desks . . . their
colours lost in the drab offices. England, America, Italy,
Japan; the world and its products, countries and markets. Import. Export.
"What's the minimum quantity?"
"How much can you let us have?"
"A special price for the lot."
Shipment, January, February, March, April, May, June,
July. Time cabled away. The future becomes the present and yesterday so much dead inventory swaying
listlessly on dress racks. A special price for yesterday;
a sliding scale today; and what can we get for tomorrow?
10 o'clock in the baseluent and Drobnik remembers
its tilne to take inventory. The harsh light limns his
high cheek bones and pale .green skin.
"'Last· season's woollens and the season's before and
before. It never comes to an end." The dust makes him
sneeze. A rat scampers away.
"Never enough hands. How should a person measure
hundreds, perhaps thousands . . . maybe even more
yards without help. Measuring, cutting: running upstairs, downstairs for that illiterate who never reads
a book in his life. He's forgotten how it feels to be
a worker. Even a proper yiddish he doesn't speak
any more."
"Calling Mr. Liebling, please take a call . . . calling
Mr. Rosenblatt ... please take a call ... calling Mr.
Goldman ... calling Mr. Drobnik ...
"He!Io . . . yes . . . this is Drobnik . . . well what
about the Herringbone? I'm doing it now ... about
5,000 yards ... what d'you mean what do I mean
ABOUT? I'm telling you I'm measuring it now.
What's that? How can I teU you how long it'll take
if they've laid all my hands off? How should I do it
alone? What d'you think I am ... an octupus?"
11 a.m. and Isadore quickly swallows a capsule. "God
knows how I stand it ... a lifetime of books and figures,
bills and cheques."
"I'm sorry, Mr. Edelstein, you've had three extensions. We wrote to you last month. Unless we have
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ELDERLY ~FRICAN GIRL seeks domestic elTIployment-wrlte CA 25015 Witness office--iv'atal
Witness (M.S.)
Civilised S. African, havi~g no wish to return to
that un-Christian communIty, seeks small TOWN
GARDEN' FLAT. Please tel; FLA 2664. Roy
Brooks-The Observer, London.
GENTLEMAN, bored with life. Car owner. Open to
susgestions. Tel. 55-2012 between 9-10 p.m. and
6-1 p.m. The Star.

The World (African daily newspaper):. Advertisement Representative to commence dutIes as soon
as possible. Experienced man with own transport
preferred. No "characters" need ~pply. Salary and
commission. Write . . . Advertisement Manager,
P.O. Box 6663, Johannesburg.
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a settlement by the end of the week I'll have to
hand you over."
Good marks, bad marks, closed account, open accounts.
Time, years and life dribbled away into ink, figures and
paper.
12 o'clock. A voice drops into the near high-noon · · .
"Calling Mr. Gringo ... calling Mr. Snider ... You're
wanted in the showroom ..."
"I'm telling you you can't go wrong on a line like
this ... Delrose is askini! ten bob more on the same
line ... exact1y. "
"Yes! Delrose! How can you compare yourselves?"
"So how can we compare? . . . my dear boy we're
not comparing. I ask you! is anything wrong with
this garment? Take a look at the finish ..."
"And how's the fit?"
Hlf anything's wrong with the fit of this dress I'll buy
you a fann in Elot! Street ... all right, if you don't
like it go to the others and pay ten bob more."
HBy my life I wish I could . . . only they won't
supply ... they"re too independent."
"So ... they won't supply . . . by us when we can't
deliver it's also ten bob more."
'·So when's delivery? With you I can wait until after
the season."
"Can I help it if we're booked up? ... so how many
do you want?"
"You can give me a coupla dozen."
"Don't make me laugh . . . a coupla dozen. Don't
tell me you've come all the way from Pietersburg
for twenty-four dresses?" "D'you hear that . . . a
coupla dozen ... I'm telling you a coupla hundred
from this line and you won't be sorry."
"Maybe I will, maybe I \von't, but its a dozen here
and a dozen there., After all with you it's only one
sale; with us it's the public ... I haven't got to tell
you what they're like ... What terms?"
"Who's talking about lnoney? Have we ever worried
you? Your account's good enough. I'll tell you what
I'll do for you. For a quantity, maybe, a special
price."
.
"What do you mean, a quantity? Who do you think
I am? l'1he O.K.?"
"And what's stopping you? Sam Cohen wasn't always
a big macher. We've all got to start somewhere. Why
make yourself small for a few schmattes? If you
want to sell you've got to buy. You've got to have
the heart" . . .
NOON. THE MACHINES STOP. Buildings again crowded as
the workers push down dreary stairways into the warm
midday sun. For an hour End Street spreads its lunchtime vitality. Workers throng the sidewalks. Hawkers
splash their colours of fruit, cold drinks, bright candies.
This is the workers' street and they nonchalantly throw
orange peel into the gutters, spit casually in the direction of the bosses' cars. Play checkers on the sidewalks
or lazily watch trucks loading and ofIloading; they
regard with complete detachment cartons packed with
hundreds of garments made by their thinking hands.
1 p.m. Office staffs relax for the lunch break . . .
half the day gone and countable hours to the weekend.
"Calling Mr. Liebling ... please take a call" drones
the anonymous voice whilst its owner hastily swallows
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a hunk of beige!.
The boys hang around the showroom.
"It's no good, I can't break it. Haven't opened an
order book."
"The· market's dead."
"And Friedenthal's made it deader."
"I told the old man he's out 'with his prices."
"How the hell can we sell against Friedenthal. He's
killed the business."
"And how long can he carry on?"
"Long enough to give us a headache."
"The bosses should \vorry. They think they can push
us arcund. n
"They don't think they can ... they do."
"For a week they should try it."
"I don't know why ,ve do it."
"Pushed around."
"It's all in the ganle and if you don't like it there's
always a sucker who'll step in and take your job."
2 p.m. and the street has settled down to its afternoon
rhythm. Friedenthal walks up a rough unfinished stairway to an uncompleted roofgarden where builders have
left their lunchtime remnants. He carefully counts the,
empty coke bottles; stares vaguely at a smoke-blackened
tin with its old, white slough of mealie-meal. He avoids
broken bricks, stacked scaffolding; little mounds of
lime, mortar and cement. Around him the stepped skyline of a plunging city . . . End Street way down to
Diagonal Street and in between the gritty jungle of
Market Street boundaried by its animal-named warehouses. The Lions, the Elephants and the Buffaloes all
~aiting far below and a cro~odile's jaws greedily snappIng. From End Street to DIagonal Street machines in
factories purr and the jungle waits.
"It's no use, Mr. Friedenthal, ... that's not the way
we want it. You've got to give us a garment that'll
sell for under a pound. The public wants cheap ...
cheap today."
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"It's not like it used to be, Mr. Friedenthal. Times've
changed. The war's been over a long time . . .
that's all forgotten."
"But I can't do it. It's costing me more than I'm
selling for. Work it out for yourself. There's my
material, trimmings, and you know what labour
costs. There's my overheads. I've got to meet my
bills; there's my shippers. And I've got to live; I
can't do it."
"Listen FriedenthaI, old man, it's the production you
need. After all we're not small people. We're not
buying a coupla dozen. It's hundreds, Inaybe thousands. Look what we've bought from you already."
"And look what it's cost me."
"We'll increase the order. After all, we're ready to
help. You need us, we need you. From us you get
cash. You deliver the goods and we pay. Delivery
\vhen ready . . . and by the way, five percent for
cash." ...
Machines to be fed, workers to be paid; drafts overdue
and five percent for cash . . . :Death on delivery. The
bastards. Should never let them know you need 'em.
"Money's not everything, Mr. Friedenthal ... you've
got your health." That's a lie. They've taken that too.
They take everything down there.
End Street rises. The crocodiles' pantry is full.
TELEPHONES RING IN Market Street. Telephones always
ring in Market Street. Taking orders, cancelling orders,
giving orders. Calls to shippers, calls to brok-ers, calls
to lawyers: there's always litigation in Market Street.
And sometimes the clanging of a fire engine-fires too

Words
Words
Words

in Market Street~ fire bells, burglar alarms: Bells in
Market Street . . . tolling.
"Have you heard?"
"Good God ... when?"
"An hour ago."
"Yes, from Future Building."
"They say he was in trouble."
"Always was."
"How much did he catch you for?"
"Enough ... and you?"
"Tst'Tst!"
Bells in President Street way down to Diagonal.
"Halloh, hast Du van Friedenthal gehort?"
~'He might have told me."
". . . urn Gotteswillen!"
". . . schrecklich!"
"I told him he was crazy to cut the price."
"I told him it didn't pay to make for cheap."
"When's the funeral?"
"The man was a fool."
"Did he have to undercut?"
"He ruined the business for others."
"And look where he landed."
"Cheap they \vanted so he gave them, and it never
pays.')' Rock bottonl ... and ho\\" much for cash?
Clothes, rags, schmattez, lines, dresses, garments,
lTIodels. A thousand names for a thin, outer covering
... a top layer of skin. Cotton and rayon, silk and spun,
wools and wovens, threads and stitching. The labour
of a world. The Drums, the Drummers and the
Drummed. . .

e

would people like "Baroness Ravensdalc
of Kedleston" or "Viscount Dunluce and
his parents the Earl and Countess of
Antrim" be to Miss Jabavu in writing
her "scenes from a South African life"?)
The 's·ame glance shows the same fascination in her picture -of Ciskeian life and
conversation as Dralvn in Colour yielded,
however blurred the object lessons on
African development she so unnecessarily and faultily drew.

found it ·'absorbingly interesting", Jonathan Cape, (the publisher's) blurb-writer hails it "remarkably
well-written and deeply moving", this
"story of the extraordinary game of catand-mouse (the autobiographer) was
forced to play with the Nationalists, of
his escape from arrest and imprisonment,
and of his continuing underground activities in exile." Yes, it's Ronald Segal,
who has called his autobiography (due
here in April) Into Exile, and we suspect,
has at least touched up his own blurb
(in a full-page advertisement in The
Bookseller), with haunting sentences like

EARL ATILEE

rather sharp remarks
about Noni Jabavu in one of our early
issues are well kn.own, though in South
Africa no one may quote them in print,
and Insight Publications is not allowed
even to sell this particular back number
because it contains the writings of a
banned person. Her second book, The
Ochre People, will be reviewed here
shortly. At a glance, it looks a meaty
follow-up, closely resembling Drawn in
Colour-even the sprinkling of titled and
other English worthies in the acknowledgements (exactly what '''crucial help"
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'Then came "persecution'
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overseas propaganda has
become too clever by half, in spite of
Mr. Waring's translation to the portfolio
of Information. Perhaps he will reintroduce that note of farce it used to have,
and which its Portuguese equivalent has
happily never lost. Portugal, An Informative Review headlines its colUIl)ns with
a variety of quaint thoughts-from the
sublime "Portuguese India under Foreign
Domination" to the gorblimey "Fatima
has Europe"s largest organ." The grandiloquence of its fustian text echoes the
words which inspired the name of this
feature. James Duffy's Portuguese Africa
quotes Mousinho de Albuquerque's description of M09ambique which starts "the
administrative processes by which our
colonies have been governed, or rather
disgraced, may be summed up as conventions and fictions", and ends "And
on top of all this majors and colonels
and commanders, endless officers, bulky
reports. countless laws, many decrees, a
hundred unworkable regulations. Words..
words, words."
•
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The heroes in battle are:

Poetry and prose reveal Swahili

~Vavunja nlikuu I1zyanlba
win1bi kuu likitweya ...

An African and
Modern Vehicle
JAN

HBreakers of huge rocks, like
surf when it comes down ..."

The battle is described just as it should be in a 111edieval
epic. :
Phanga zikitenda ka:i
zikitisha mangi nlazi
yakinga Inaji Inajilzi
masika, lnyczi ya nZVllG

KNAPPERT

the most delicate form of art, the most
meaningful form of expression? One still finds Africanists
who maintain that Swahili poetry owes all its lustre to
Arabian poetry, but it can be shown, as Dammann has
done! that Swahili poetry is essentially African in its
metaphors, in its figurative language. I will give some
examples from my own edition of the Utenzi wa Tambuka
(Het Epos Van Heraklios, Leiden 1958). The original
manuscript was compiled in 1728.
IS POETRY NOT

HThe swords did their work, they spilled
so Inuch blood that it was like the
floods in the wet season, in the
months of heavy rains ..."
.Pandushile lnuangaza
muchi ukatendwa kiza,
Inawilnbi yakishishiza
kal'na Jnaji yil kujaa ...

HThe light disappeared and daytin1e
became darkness, (The battle raged like)
hissing waves when the tide is rising ..."

Wakawandama adui
kanla ya chui l1a paa ...

Wakawakata lnafungu
luipa }la hapa vichungu
ili furaha ya nyungu
pisi wakiwalilia ...

"'They persecuted the enemy
like leopards after gazelles-s,.
Pakangia banu Tai
wakanga nyati mbuai
watesi kuta mabaa ...

"There appeared the tribe of the sons of Tai,
they were like warlike buffaloes,
con1bative and pugnacious..."
Kisa kukutana kiJti
simba na chui na nyati

4'Finally there was the clash (as) between
lions, leopards and wild buffaloes ..."

A description of the enemy army:
Wali wangi tisilimbi
hapa na hapa zitunzbi
wali kCJlna khulnbikhz'lInbi
wakichurullia mvua.

The gallant Knights almost disappear in these hostile
masses:
Kuwa kwa flyingi jifiri
wakinga kanla bahtiri
kutua mwana tUyllri
liziwani ukyoea ...

D R J A N K NAP PER T is the secretary oj the
East African Swahili Conlmittee, whose head..
quarters are in Mombasa.
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The Muslims are a pious congregation and the Swahili
people are prone to religion. After the battle when Alii
Haidari has swayed a conclusive victory at the end of the
epic, Alii praises himself, as is custolnary an10ng heroes.
But even here he is modest, for he is only a servant of
God, he just follows his destiny: (Herekali, verse 1082):

Ndi111i sinlba ya Muungu
111unisha wawi maChltngu
muwinga khui k ipungu
lnwelevu wa kuwak6a.
Mbele za Thumwa akalnba
ndilninj6vu, ndimisbnba
muweka wake wachumba
na maida wakakaa.
Mllungu uniumbile

Die Uberlieferung der Islamischen Suahelidichtung, Zeitschr.
d. D. MorgenHindischen Ges., Wiesbaden 108, 1, 1958. p. 49.

NEW

POETRY

na muk6no liniaele

"So uncountable were the troops, that
they seemed an ocean where a bird
alights, swimming on the water surface ..."

THE

"They cut their enemies in parts,
there were piles (of bodies) lying around,
a joy for the \vorms, the hyenas
howled over thetn ..."

Alii akanashidi
ndimi lnwanangwa asadi
nlbee k6ndo kushitadi
nipelekami Rasua.

"They were innumerable, the proletarians,
here and there and everywhere in clusters
like winged white ants, rustling like rain".

1

..•
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na uaanga uteu!e
kanoleami kutwaa . . .

"Alii recited (one of his own poems)
I am a nobleman, a lion (Haidari means
also a lion). In the face of war I am
violent, send me out, 0 Prophet.
I am a lion of God, preparing bitterness for the
wicked, like a fisheagle hunting for fish,
clever in catching them.
57

And before the Prophet he spoke:
"I am an elephant, I am a lion
I n1ake women into widows,
they wiJl remain on the battlefield weeping'.
God has created mc,
and given me a strong ar111,
He has chosen my sword for mc,
He has detern1ined that I should handle it".

If the reader thinks that it is not an expression of poetic
elegance to refer to the widows of one's enemies, then he
should also read Shakespeare:
" ... for many a thousand widows
shall this his mock 1110ck out of their dear husbands
}'1ock Mothers frdm their sons, mock castles do\vn ..."
I-fE RY V
PROSE

Needless to say, Swahili is an adul t language. In
this language can be expressed what cann~t be e~~
pressed in most African tribal languages. ThIS Swahlh
language has all the potential wealth ~nd resourc~s
needed for the representation of human Ideas. That IS
why S\vahili first became the intertribal language as far
as the Sudan border and the Lomami River, later the
language used in contact 'with Europeans .and Asians
(the Indians in East Africa have an admlTabl~ command of Swahili), then the language of educatIon. As
such it was abolished last year in Kenya but is now
reintroduced by the ne\v Government. Fi~ally, Swahili
became the national language of TanganyIka, Katanga
and Zanzibar and it may well acquire national status
in Kenya. It is the undisputed intertribal language of
Kivu and Stanleyville Provinces.
No other African language is so intensely studied by
Europeans. More books have been printed in Swahili
than in any other African language.
There are more authors writing in Swahili than in
any other African language. Most of them, as we ~ave
pointed out~ are poets, but there are some prose WrIters
and they· are of gro\ving interest.
There is now one playwright, Henry Kuria, whose
Nakupenda lakini ('''1 love you. but ...") was a success
in Nairobi.
As short story writers we should mention. especially
David E. D·iva, M. Saleh Farsy, A. Sharifu Omar,
Akida Waziri, Yusufu Ulenge, C. S. Majaliwa.
Nearly all the short stories are still compl~tely in t~e
style of the Arabian Nights,. the type of sto~Ies one stIll
sees in Indian films and in the IndonesIan Wayang
performances. African type fables are also found about
Sungura, the shrewd hare.
The writing of novels in Swahili has only just started,
but it is promising. I can give only three names of
novel writers: M. Saidi Abdulla, P.O. Ugula, and
Mohammed H. Elkindy.
Why is there not more literature. in S~~hili? We~l:
there is, but I have not yet found It. WrItIng SwahIh
has been discouraged in favour of English and it only
recently came back on the scene. Especially in poetry
there seems to be no limit to the number of writers.
Every month I am introduced to new Swahili poets. I
have no doubt that it will now rise quickly to the place
it deserves: of being the foremost language in East
Africa and the first genuine African language to be•
come a vehicle of a modern culture.
58
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One Way
from "rribalism

Anthony Barker
Zulu Transfor/1zations by A. Vilakazi (University of
Natal Press, Pietermaritzburg)
TI-IOSE WHO ORDAIN from on high where their fellow
men are to live, and decree for city Africans a return
to the collective obedience of tribal life, might read
Dr. Vilakazi's book, mark it, learn it and inwardly
digest it, to their immense profit. Nobody-except the
most bigoted racialist-\¥ould in any event ha~e
imagined that by returning a whole people to ~ certaIn
geographical situation, they would also re-alIgn that
people's thinking and make them onc~ more the contented inheritors of a tribal way of hfe. Here, documented for us in the most express detail by a skilled
and sympathetic observer~ is an a!lalysis o~ the changes
that have taken place ln Zulu SOCIety. It WIll rev~a.l any
such attempt as the wild dreams of the polItIcally
obsessed.
The writer treads the anthropologist's narrow path
between cold observation and affectionate involvement
with ability and tenderness. Far from staring t~rough
the bars of a fascin8 ting tri bal zoo, he walks WIth the
men and women of the Nyuswa reserve and shares with
us their bewilderments and their adjustments. A Zulu
himself, he has known both the tug of th~ tribe and the
urge in a man's heart to live in a new dimension of
learning and slelf-reCtJisation; he has herded cattle as a
boy and, as a man, o~cupied a pro~es~or's chair in a
great A.merican university. J\.nd on thIS Journey he leads
;s in a way that puts us lastingly in his debt. There are,
it is true, a number of tiresome lapses into the argot of
the anthropologist which make of the first chapter
rather sticky reading, and latterly a few repetitions
which might better have been omitted, yet as we read
ourselves further into the book we are rewarded by
almost lyrical sections on courtship and marriage which
do away with our ilTitations over patrikins and affines
and set us \vondering whether to take to ourselves a
new TNife under the marvellously courteous and wellregulated custOiTIS of the Zulu people.

ro STATIC STUDY of almost extinct Zulu
tribalis111. It is a dynamic tale of men and women in
transformatjon. To our astonishment 'we find ourselves
witnesses to the importance of missionary enterprise in
the changes that are moving over the face of society.
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For it was Christianity, the author points out, that
brought to collectivist tribal thinking the new fact of
individual worth and importance. There could hardly
have been a more revolutionary concept. Formerly
the tribe was all, and within the tribe, the family. Here
was no meanly conceived tight little family unit either,
but a big, rich, rambling sort of family, whose wealth
was communal and whose honour the responsibility of
every individual to maintain. The missionary spoke of
the value of each single soul in the eyes of its Creator
and Redeemer; "Ye are of more value than many
sparrows".
Evangelical protestants in particular, with their
insistence upon the personal nature of salvation and
the availability of a direct contact between a man and
his Maker gave a new dimension of importance to the
individual. Roman Catholic authoritarianism was perhaps rather less disturbing, but as Dr. Vilakazi says,
Roman Catholicism threw up less leadership among the
people than did the more individualistic protestant
churches. Here, then, is a doctrine that has, turned the
tribal world upside down. Children, with the tools of
elementary learning in their hands, have become the
teachers of their elders; widows inherit property, rejecting the levirate to become kraal-heads; chiefs, so long
the guardians of tradition, have been ousted from their
authority by the man who can teach, or preach, or heal;
marriage has become romantic and personal and no
longer the bond between families.
notes, there are, between the two poles of traditionalist and Christian,
many who have given up the attempt to resolve the
matter at all. A few consciously reject the new faith;
many more, themselves tribally orientated, yet yearn
for the comfort and ease of modern life. Here are the
migratory labourers, the floating masses of the poorly
educated and those only lightly brushed by Christian
individualism; here are tsotsis and gangsters, and decent
folk steady in subservience, and those again whose
thoughtless way through life goes to the throb of the
guitar or the wail of the penny whistle. The church,
too, has its floating masses. Defeated by the high official
morality of the Christians, cynical over dual standards
between white and blac~ sickened by white hypocrisy,
the middlemen of the churches have branched and
branched again into the multitudinous sects of Zion
and the ne'w, all-African Jerusalem. Among their ranks
we catch a glimpse' of the blue and green and white of
the prophet's robes, proclaiming a new revelation of
independence, a new, direct path of atonement between
the black man and bis God.,'
Mankind likes both to have its cake and to eat it.
Here in the year 1963 the government of the Republic
of South Africa reaffirms its commitment to a policy of
enlightenment and Christian:sation, yet wishes to carry
out this laudable ideal within the framework of collective tribalism. Dr. Vilakazi's book reminds us that the
fruit of the forbidden tree-the fruit of Choice-may
be either eaten or put on one side. Once picked, the
fruit can never again be hung back on the tree.
•
NOT SURPRISINGLY, THE AUTHOR
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Fundamental
Flaws

MerJe Babrow
Politics and Law in South Africa by J ulius Lewin
(Merlin Press)
THE MAIN THEME of this slim, Rl.85 volume of reprinted
essays is that there is no rev,?luti.on roun~ the corner
in South Africa. What combInatIon of CIrcumstances
must be present before a successful revolution can take
place? Mr. Lewin (who lectures in "Native .Law" ~t
Witwatersrand University) accepts four claSSIC condItions laid down by Crane Brinton in his Anatomy of
Revolution.
Revolutions are not started by the really poor and
oppressed. They occur in co.u~tries .that are. on the
upgrade economically and orIgInate In the dIscontent
of a fairly prosperous and rising class of people, at a
point where they find their further progress hampered
and checked. These two conditions are satisfied in
South Africa. An expanding economy has led to the
creation of a large African working and a smaller
middle class in the towns; while the severe legal restrictions on their further progress and the humiliating
treatment to which they are subjected have caused
growing resentment and frustration amongst them.
But, before this discontented and powerful class can
perform its traditional revolutionary role, the Government which it seeks to overthrow must be weak and
its administration inefficient. This condition is not satisfied in South Africa, nor is the final and most crucial
one: 'no government has ever fallen before revolutionists until it has lost control over its armed forces
. . . or until the revolutionists have a predominance of

Poem
Still a song shall arise
In my heart! out of this ptit
Of ash and dust they trampled it
A flame shall arise
Like leaves on free, tip on tip
To burn on every lip.
Yam tuber too late for prize
Or price will, buried piece ea/,
At fall of flood rise again whole,
Turn out a hundred fold.
But enough, oh enough! For how can pestle
Sound in mortar a song
When Babylon of old
As yet unbroken into odd t'Ongue
Poured on a bush flaming gold
Derision and dung?
JOHN

PEPPER

CLARK

From Poefns (Mbari)
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effective armed force on their side.' Herein lies the
reason for the paradoxical situation that although South
Africa is ripe for revolution no revolution has yet, nor
is likely, to occur.
Are there any realistic alternatives to direct revolutionary action? Mr. Lewin thinks not. Passive resistance, political organisation, strikes, boycotts-all
have failed and are not likely to achieve anything in the
future. What then should opponents of the government
do? There is nothing that they can usefully do. Men,
it is implied, cannot pit themselves against the forces
that control society. It follows logically from this that
Mr. Lewin neither has, nor has need of, a programme
of political action. He has, however, faith in the
workings of the controlling forces, for he concludes by
telling us not to despair. I would despair if I agreed
with him, but I do not.
THE FUNDAMENTAL FLAW of Mr. Lewin's provocative
analysis (and reason for his failure to produce a political programme) lies in his mechanistic view of history
and society. The clear implication of his analysis is
that society is governed, and revolutions made, by the
operation of 'objective' forces over which man has no
control and on whose bidding he must patiently and
passively wait. But, whatever the power, importance
and role of these objective forces, no revolution has
ever taken place without the planning, ideas and action
of the· dynamic element and essential agents of history,
human beings. Parallels could be found, where, although all the conditions he cites were present, no
successful revolution took place-e.g. 14th and 15th
century revolts in Europe. Although certain conditions
may guarantee an explosion (and this is arguable), no
revolution has been. carried through to a successful
conclusion without planning, programme, experience
and leaders, all of which are created by precisely these
activities, experiments and abortive attempts at which
he scoffs. The test of a revolutionary movement lies in
its ability to cope with and take advantage of a revolutionary situation when it occurs. Until then, it cannot
be written off as a failure.
WHILE THIS HAS bearing on his claim that political
action (except as a gesture) is useless and ineffective, it
does not meet his central argument which is that the
opportunity to stage a revolution will not occur in
South Africa, nor will the activities of the opposition
help to bring it about.
I think that Mr. Lewin underrates the effectiveness

and useful undermining functIon of the opposition.
Considering the power, determination and ruthlessness
of the Government, they have, with comparatively
meagre resources, done well. Although laws have, predictably, been passed in the face of protests, while
campaigns have been stamped out and radical newspapers and organisations banned, yet, the individual
protests and failed campaigns, taken together, add up
to an impressive display of opposition, systematically
sustained over a wide area and long period. Surely, a
constant source of anxiety, strain and harassment to
the Government and check on some of its actions and
plans and a continual drain on its resources and energy?
Why else the tremendous build-up of police force and
army, the women's shooting clubs, the panic at the
prospect of a strike, the bannings and banishing orders
and the establishment of an enormously wealthy Foundation to counter the activities of a poorly-financed
boycott campaign? Mr. Lewin may write off the South
African opposition, but the Government does not.
Mr. Lewin also underestimates the importance and
dynamic power of those 'objective' forces which are a
threat to the Government and to apartheid. The Nationalists are strong, but their strength is built upon
precarious and vulnerable foundations. Apartheid is a
rigid, unpopular system, continually weakened not only
by hostility, from both in and outside the Republic,
but by social and economic changes which naturally
take place in any society and, increasingly, by ch-anges
which are taking place in Africa and the world. South
African society is not as static and isolated as Mr.
Lewin represents it as being and as the Government
would dearly like it to be.
MR. LEWIN HAS not explored the implications of, nor
the alternatives raised by, his thesis. But he has (in an
othe~ise very average collection of essays) raised
crUCIal and neglected questions. Immersed in organising
protests and campaigns we seldom seem to discuss
questions of long-term strategy. What is the balance of
the opposing forces in South Africa? What should be
the working relationship of groups, whose ultimate aims
differ from each other? What are the most effective
tactics in the present situation-should the boycott
campaign, which has failed economically while
strengthening Verwoerd's psychological hold over the
whites, be reviewed? Perhaps The New African could
provide a muc
.
ion of
these and other roblems.
•
University of KweZulu-Natal
Pietermarltzburg

Item N0:

To The Editors
SIR,-Mr. Motsoane's interesting
article on the "English" press in South
Africa (New African 20 February) poses,
but fails to answer an essential question:
why should newspapers owned by white
supremacist groups support the liberation
movement? As I see it there is no reason
at all why they should, and no reason

DEAR
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Published by the proprietors,

why Mr. Motsoane can expect them to
do so. If the newspapers he complains
about were owned by groups intent on
ending white supremacy, he would have
cause to be angry, but the pitiful fact is
that even newspapers owned by such
groups have failed to gather any substantial African readership: reliable estimates reckon the total monthly readership of the radical newspapers at less
than the daily readership (among Africans) of the Mail and the Star, two
THE
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ing for
attacks.
Perhaps then it is the Africans themselves who are to blame f.or the lack of
the type of English language press Mr.
Motsoane wants.
Certainly white-supremacist newspaper
owners are not going to provide it.
e&

JIM MEINTnES

Donnybrook, Natal
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